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Abstract

The reconstruction of high-quality 3D models sam-
pling both the shape and the surface reflection at-
tribute is still a complex task. This papers con-
tains new algorithms to integrate in a single texture-
mapped mesh the color info contained in either
standard digital photos or RGB-enhanced range
maps, minimizing redundancy and optimizing the
color attribute representation. We enhance a previ-
ous solution [12] with: improved use of the avail-
able images, better color matching and computa-
tional efficiency. According to visibility computa-
tions and some heuristics, we subdivide the mesh in
patches and assign to each patch a section of one of
the input images. These image sections are packed
in a texture image minimizing space but maintain-
ing image coherence. Finally, we eliminate most
of the color difference or discontinuity which ex-
ist in input images (applying a cross-correlation and
interpolation between adjoining sections of the in-
put images, directly on the texture image space).
Note that this last step is performed on the whole
texture, in contrast to others approaches that apply
color smoothing just on small transition zones.

1 Introduction

Many objects, especially in the Cultural Heritage
domain, cannot be represented by a digital model
that encodes just the shape characteristics. We also
need to sample and encode the reflectance proper-
ties of the surface, and usually this data are repre-
sented by a texture map which gives to the model
a more realistic appearance. In this work we focus
mainly on those object whose reflectance properties
varies along the surface, such as painted artifacts.

At present, only few commercial 3D scanners
support color acquisition together with the sam-
pling of geometric data, producing RGB-enhanced

range maps. Moreover, most post-processing soft-
ware tools do not support, after aligning and merg-
ing the set of range maps, the production of a color-
enhanced meshes. The available color information
is often managed by simply integrating the RGB
images in a single texture (cutting and pasting parts
of the photos on the geometry). The major prob-
lem of this approach, set aside the precision of map-
ping, is the color discontinuity (in color intensity or
hue) between different parts of texture. This discon-
tinuity is originated by the non-uniform illumina-
tion conditions while sampling the reflected color:
range maps are taken by modifying the relative po-
sition between the scanner and the object (and, con-
sequently, the lighting). Approaches have been pre-
sented to reduce this effect by using ad-hoc imag-
ing systems [4, 8, 13, 15, 9] where both the lighting
stage and the image post-processing are designed to
support the acquisition either of the albedo of the
object or of an approximation of its radiance. In
this paper, we focus on standard 3D scanning sys-
tems, which generally sample just the reflected light
intensity. What is needed in this case is a method to
get as much as possible uniform color attribute rep-
resentation over the entire object, to produce a suf-
ficiently pleasant texture-mapped representation.

Our texture weavingprocess starts form a set
of of RGB images with known camera parameters
(which can be either returned by the 3D scanner or
be calculateda posteriori[14, 7]). It is subdivided
in four phases, with some variations with respect
to the approach proposed in [12]:visibility calcu-
lation, texture patches generation, texture-patches
packingandtexture averaging. The original contri-
butions presented here are mainly: the use of accel-
erated graphics hardware to gain efficiency during
theface visibilitycomputation; the use of justrect-
angular texture chunksin the reconstruction of the
integrated texture; and an improved integration of
the selected texture chunks, to reduce color discon-
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tinuities. To improve texture quality we compute
a color-difference map that express how each texel
has to change in order to became “compatible” with
its neighbors, once all of them are mapped onto the
model. This is a global map that allow to reach a
complete matching of the color without losing in-
formation, since the process mostly affects the lu-
minance component and only on a very limited ex-
tent the crominance. The technique has been ex-
perimented on different applications and integrated
with the scanning tools of a commercial laser-based
3D scanner.

2 State of the Art

The construction from a sequence of photos of an
optimal texture mapping on a 3D model is often
divided in two main steps. The first is theimage
registration, where for each photo we have to de-
tect its position and orientation with respect to the
real object (or, analogously, to the 3D model) and
the intrinsic parameters of the camera used. If these
data are not available, they can be reconstructed by:
performing a registration based on the selection of
corresponding point pairs [14, 12]; using the results
produced by an integrated geometric- and image-
based alignment [3, 2]; or finally by adopting a
silhouette-based registration approach [7, 6].

In the second phase, atexture imageis recon-
structed from the input images and mapped to the
mesh [11, 10, 7, 6]. This texture should integrate
the information available in the set of input images,
possibly in a non-redundant manner and optimizing
the sampled color representation.
The approach proposed in [11] takes into consider-
ation the issues regarding the visibility of the cap-
tured images and the smooth transition between ad-
joining textures; the solution proposed performs a
weighted blend of all the texture images on the
mesh.
An optimal disk-shaped subdivision of the surface
mesh is built in [10] by taking into account mesh
topology and available texture images. The aim
is to reduce the possible texture distortion inherent
in any image-to-surfacemapping. Optimal circu-
lar texture patches are then resampled for each one
of these mesh patches. A disadvantage of these ap-
proaches is the possible texture degradation intro-
duced either by complete texture blending [11] or
by extensive texture resampling [10].

In a previous paper [12] we used a registration
method based on the Tsai algorithm [14], and the
texture construction and mapping process was im-
plemented via four sub-phases; we maintain the
overall framework and propose here improvements
to all these four sub-phases.

3 A Texture Weaving process

The input data of the texture reconstruction process
are atriangle mesh(reconstructed from the set of
range maps) and a number of images with the asso-
ciatedcameradefinitions (position, orientation, fo-
cal length and lens distortion).
The Texture Weavingpipeline is divided in four
steps:
Visibility calculation . The first step is to find for
each face of the 3D mesh the subset of cameras (and
images) from which the face is visible, and the rel-
ative angle of incidence of the view direction.
Patch generation. Visibility data are used to subdi-
vide the 3D mesh in sections (patches), such that a
single image could be attached to each patch getting
a good projection and color mapping.
Sub-Texture packing. Once generated these
patches, the corresponding texture regions are ar-
ranged in a new patchwork texture.
Improving color matching and continuity . The
patchwork texture is averaged in two steps, to min-
imize color difference and discontinuities.

3.1 Visibility Calculation

To start the process, we have to know which parts of
the object were visible from each camera. This task
is computed here with an iteration over the faces of
the 3D mesh: for each face we want to determine
the set of cameras from which that face is visible.
We call this set “set of valid cameras/images for the
face”. This visibility check can be performed in dif-
ferent ways. The analytical way used in [12] (ray-
tracing calculations, to determine if a ray directed
towards the given camera intersects or not other sec-
tions of the 3D mesh) is accurate, but is very time
consuming.
A different and faster approach is presented here,
based on hardware-accelerated OpenGL rendering.
The 3D model is rendered in an OpenGL contest
from the point of view of the camera, using a color
coding which marks univocally each face (face in-
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dexes are mapped to a table of different RGB col-
ors). Given the resulting image, the faces that
are visible from the current camera directly depend
from the individual colors contained in the image.
The construction of the face-to-color encoding is
straightforward if the number of faces is not huge,
i.e. in the range 10K-700K (that is the standard
case in real applications, where we generally map
the color information on a simplified representation
of the scanned model). This approach is very fast
using current accelerated graphics engines, easy to
implement (with respect to a ray-tracing engine)
and guarantees good results.
On the other hand, its accuracy can be not satisfac-
tory if multiple faces would be projected onto the
same pixel (this could happen if very small faces
are present, or if faces are on a surface region nearly
parallel to the view direction); in this case, some
of the visible faces cannot be detected by the al-
gorithm. We solve this problem by iterating the
rendering process: in each pass we render only the
faces not yet detected as visible, and stop the itera-
tion as soon as no more faces are detected as visi-
ble. With this enhancement, the accuracy does not
depend anymore on the viewport resolution w.r.t.
projected face size. Another approach could be to
lightly jitter the point of view or to use random z-
displacement on the faces. In our experimentations
using a combination of these methods, no more than
three or four rendering passes where needed, even
for very detailed meshes.
It should be noted that the OpenGL projection ma-
trix cannot completely reproduce a real camera be-
cause there is not a simple way to simulate the
radial distortion of common optical lens. On the
other hand, images can be processed to eliminate
the radial distortion (and some scanners returns
un-distorted RGB images). Moreover, lens distor-
tion does not affect relative geometric occlusion be-
tween parts of an object.

3.2 Patch Generation

Once we have calculated the visibility, we know for
each face both the subset ofvalid cameras (the ones
from which it can be seen) and the related angles of
acquisition (computed from the face normal and the
camera position).
Using visibility information we can now select for
each face the most orthogonal camera, since that
is the one with the most accurate color informa-

Figure 1: Phases of the patching process: frontier
faces are shown in blue, and the frontier faces after
the iterative reduction process are on the right.

tion (i.e. reduces texture distortion in the texture-to-
surface mapping) . This selection will subdivide the
mesh in patches (each patch is the join of adjacent
faces assigned to the same camera/image), which
are the base of our texture parameterization. Map-
ping color information in this way is correct, but
this assignment is based just on a local criteria. An-
other valid camera can provide a similarly orthog-
onal view and generate less discrepancy in object
mapping. To obtain a good texture map, an intu-
itive objective is to reduce the number of patches;
our goal is to have as large as possible continuous
surface areas which are assigned to the same image.
This reduction can be obtained (see Figure 1) with
an iterative greedy approach: for each face, we try
to change the face-to-camera mapping by choosing
among the set of valid cameras the one that min-
imizes the number of different images adjacent to
that face. This process produces a shorter (and less
“jagged”) frontier between zones mapped to differ-
ent images.
We can also mark those faces that are on thefrontier
between patches; those are the parts where color
discontinuity would be most evident once textured.
In our previous approach [12] we treated patch faces
and frontier faces in two different ways, mapping
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the patch faces directly onto input images and con-
structing new blended triangular texture chunks for
the frontier faces. The result was a reduction of
the color difference in the frontier but the various
part of the object still could present different levels
of colors due to illumination differences between
photo shots. Another problem was in the packing
process, where the large amount of non-connected
triangles produced a confused (and larger) texture
image. For this reason we propose here to process
all faces in the same manner. For every mesh patch
we clip from the corresponding texture image a sec-
tion which includes the patch and all the frontier
faces: the frontier faces are thus represented in a re-
dundant manner in the final texture representation.
This redundancy will allow us to perform in a rather
efficient and visually pleasant manner the color in-
terpolation (see Section 3.4).

3.2.1 Managing big set of images

A different problem can emerge when too many im-
ages are available. This usually happens when we
scan a complex object: to ensure that all the sur-
face is sampled and to allow easy registration of
range maps, the range maps represent the surface
with a redundancy factor from 3 up to 5. Using the
patching procedure just described we could use al-
most all input images and therefore we could build
very small patches. On the other hand, often the
color detail can be represented accurately by a sub-
set of the initial RGB images. What we need in
these high-redundancy situations is an heuristic to
discard a good percentage of the input images.
One possible solution is to reuse some intermedi-
ate results obtained in the range mapmergingphase
(i.e. one of the steps of the 3D scanning pipeline).
If the texture images are acquired together with the
range maps they are strongly correlated with the ge-
ometry and this can be exploited. Given a set of
range maps it is possible to order them in terms
of importance. Starting from the range map with
largest area, we can sort the remaining range maps
according to how much non-redundant surface in-
formation they add to the final mesh. Note that if a
range map (or an RGB texture) is a the end of this
ordering, it does not mean that it is bad, but only
that most of the surface covered by this range map
(or texture) has been already covered by previous
ones. In practice, this sorting is computed using a
uniform grid over the object space and counting for

each cell of the grid how many surfaces cross it.
We can include thisimportancecriterion in the
patch generationprocess: we could determine the
patches on the mesh by iterating on the images in-
stead of iterating on the faces. For each image, we
find the contiguous set of faces of the mesh which
are visible in it and have a sampling angle suffi-
ciently near to the orthogonal direction. In this way
we could build a patch at a time, until all of the mesh
surface is covered. Since the images are sorted ac-
cording to the coverageimportance, the surface is
subdivided using the most useful images and as few
as possible big mesh patches.

3.3 Sub-Texture Packing

At this point we have a number of patches, each
one linked to a section of one input image. For each
patch, we clip the bounding texture rectangle in the
appropriate image (by projecting the 3D points of
the patch vertices onto the image using the associ-
ated camera properties). A first texture is then gen-
erated by packing in a single image these rectangu-
lar image chunks and calculating the new UV coor-
dinates. The packing algorithm (a locally-optimum
greedy process) works by sorting the rectangles by
their size (either the area or one of the dimensions)
and then placing them one by one in the texture
space with the position that minimize the resulting
global bounding box. This process alone is not very
efficient because of the time spent choosing an opti-
mal position for each rectangle. To avoid checking
every possible position, the algorithm uses a sup-
port structure (a discrete hash map) that keeps track
of the occupied space [1].
It has to be noted that we may have multiple patches
extracted from a single image, and even if the
patches do not overlap, the corresponding texture
rectangles (reconstructed as axis-aligned bounding
rectangle) can overlap, and thus introduce redun-
dancy in the fragments to be packed. To optimize
the texture space used and to keep the final image as
coherent as possible weaggregatepatches mapped
to the same images if this reduces the overall tex-
ture space (i.e. if the resulting bounding rectangle
is smaller than the sum of the independent ones).
Experimentally we have found a 50% reduction of
the number of rectangles and a space saving of 20%.
The output of this process can be a single texture or
multiple textures. The latter option can be chosen to
prevent the construction of excessively large texture
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Figure 2: Color averaging process is shown step by step, starting from an exaggerated color discrepancy
case (this image should be see in color): Original texture (top-left); difference data extracted from frontier
points (top-right); expanded color-variation map (bottom-left); final averaged texture.

images.
The result texture is a space-efficient, continu-

ous texture but generally presents insufficient color
continuity (see an example in Figure 3, left image).
This problem is obviously most evident along the
frontier faces, where two input images join.

3.4 Improving color matching and conti-
nuity

The approach proposed in [12] (i.e. reconstructing
a texture chunk for each frontier face which blends
the corresponding sections on two or three images)
was able to eliminate color incoherence only locally
to the frontier image strip. This solves only par-
tially the problem because the quality of the color
smoothing process depends on the size of the tri-
angle strip. It would be much effective if this pro-
cess can be applied smoothly to the whole texture.
In order to achieve this result, we need a map that
contains information of how the colors on the final
texture have to change to match every patch with
the adjacent ones. The new approach proposed here
is to compute how corresponding colors differ on
frontier triangles (those faces that can be mapped on
multiple images, where we have redundant informa-
tion) and to propagate this correction factor on the
whole texture. A sample of the process is show in
Figure 2: it uses fake colors to better show the ef-

fectiveness of the algorithm, and has to be seen in
color.
We get data concerning color incoherence in the
frontier zone by calculating the color difference be-
tween corresponding texels in the overlapping sec-
tions of adjacent texture chunks (RGB difference).
The process is iterated on the vertices of the frontier
faces, and the resulting mean value is the average of
colors that those vertex could have been if mapped
to the other valid cameras (assigned to the adjacent
patches). For example, let the facef be on the fron-
tier of the two patchesp1 andp2. Assume that ver-
tex v of f has colorc1 when using the mapping to
imagei1 assigned to patchp1, and colorc2 when
using the mapping to imagei2 associated to the ad-
jacent patchp2. We can compute the mean color
c̄1,2 from c1 andc2, and the differencēc1,2−c1 says
how do we have to change of color of the vertexv in
patchp1 to became compatible with patchp2. This
difference can be calculated for each vertex of the
frontier triangles and coded in signed RGB space.
Then, given this information evaluated on just some
texels, we can build a smoothcolor-variation im-
age by expanding these values over the whole tex-
ture space. The process is effective (see Figure 3)
because the known points are located all around the
texture region associated to each patch; the interpo-
lation of those values gives the color variation that
has to be performed in the interior of each texture
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Figure 3: The two images present two different results on the same 3D mesh, without and with texture color
averaging. The light comes from the left side of the object, so each input texture is darker on its right side.

region. For example, let us consider a patchM and
the two patchesL andR adjacent, respectively, on
left and right side ofM : there would be some fron-
tier triangles ofM interpolated according toM−L
and some others interpolated according toM − R.
As an example, we could suppose that the left side
of M is darker (e.g.30%) thanL and right side of
M is brighter (e.g.15%) thanR. This is the most
common case found experimentally, caused by non
symmetric illumination (if the lamp is on the right
side of camera lens, in all photos the right side of the
object will appear brighter; see Figure 3 for a prac-
tical example). The color difference (in the frontier
zone) says that, to get a more uniform color, the
patchM have to become15% darker on right side,
30% brighter on left side: all the intermediate texels
should linearly interpolate these correction factors.
In this example we consider only a luminance dis-
continuity, which happens for the majority of cases,
but the correction works also for color discontinu-
ity.
To spread trough the complete texture chunk the
sparsely-defined texels of the correction image (i.e.
where each texel corresponds to a correction term
computed on a frontier vertex, see for example Fig-
ure 2.2) we use the pull-push interpolation method.
This interpolation guarantees a smooth transition
between correction values and a complete filling

of the texture chunk even in zone with poor or
even none starting information. Pull-push interpo-
lation [5] works in two steps: in the firstpull step,
we build a hierarchical sequence of lower resolu-
tion images using in the resampling process only the
correction values on the initial higher resolution im-
age. Then, thepushphase starts from the lowest res-
olution image that has no missing data (i.e. no texel
values are void); iteratively, we fill the void texels
in the successive higher resolution image by a bi-
linear interpolation of the data collected in the lower
resolution image. The process is iterated until we
fill all texels of the higher resolution texture. The
completely filled color-variation texture can now be
added (here also, a component by component sum)
to the previously calculated texture: the final result
is a well placed, uniform and continuous texture.

4 Results and Conlusions

Results obtained by processing 3D data acquired
with a Minolta laser scanner, producing both geo-
metric and color information, are presented in Fig-
ure 3, 4, 5 and 6. No particular light setup has
been used during acquisition. Therefore, RGB tex-
tures show big variations in luminance (see Fig-
ure 3). The final textures produced mask quite com-
pletely color differences coming from different ad-
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Figure 4: The head of the Minerva model, with
and without texture mapping; texture-mapping adds
some detail on the surface bumps due to corrosion.

joining images. The frontier zones which were pre-
viously very evident became almost non-detectable,
the color is precisely mapped with no evident sign
of the patching process.

The method presented is an effective way to
generate color-uniform texture mapping for 3D
digital models of real objects, eliminating almost
completely the color incoherence effect caused by
light difference between shots and errors introduced
by automatic camera light compensation.
The process of mapping produces a new texture
composed by sections of the input images. The
proposed algorithm allows to assign a best-fitting
photo to each surface section (i.e. the one with the
more opportune view direction and coverage of the
corresponding mesh section). The various parts of
the texture are packed in a single or in multiple
texture images. Moreover, the color of the whole
texture is made uniform using information ex-
tracted from parts where multiple photos overlaps
and extended all over the texture space to obtain a
pixel by pixel color correction factor.
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